PDF instructions for Camera-ready format
Before creating a PDF
- Add the copyright notice to the bottom of the first page of your source
document.
- For papers in which all authors are employed by the US government, the
copyright notice is:
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright

- For papers in which all authors are employed by a Crown government
(UK, Canada, and Australia), the copyright notice is:
978-1-5090-4834-2/17/$31.00 ©2017 Crown

- For papers in which all authors are employed by the European Union,
the copyright notice is:
978-1-5090-4834-2/17/$31.00 ©2017 European Union

- For all other papers the copyright notice is:
978-1-5090-4834-2/17/$31.00 ©2017 IEEE
For Latex :
- Set the document class as:
\documentclass[conference,a4paper]{IEEEtran}

- The following latex commands can be used to insert the standard IEEE
copyright notice in your paper. Add these before the "\maketitle"
command
\IEEEoverridecommandlockouts
\IEEEpubid{\makebox[\columnwidth]{978-1-5090-4834-2/17/\
$31.00~\copyright2017
IEEE \hfill} \hspace{\columnsep}\makebox[\columnwidth]{ }}

- Also anywhere in the second column of your first page,
please insert the \IEEEpubidadjcol command to ensure that the bottom
of the second column is correctly aligned.
For MS-Word :
MS Word users may replace the text in the existing footnote where it says
"Identify applicable sponsor/s here. If no sponsors, delete this text box.
(sponsors)”.

- The result should look as this example.

- Proofread your source document thoroughly to confirm that it will require no
revision.

Converting the final papers into IEEE Xplore®compatible PDF file
- Log in to the IEEE PDF eXpressTM site (www.pdf-express.org).
- First-time users should do the following:
1. Select the New Users - Click Here link.
2. Enter the following:
- 40590XP for the Conference ID
- Your email address
- A password
3. Continue to enter information as prompted.
An online confirmation will be displayed and an email confirmation will be
sent verifying your account setup.

- Previous users of PDF eXpress need to follow the above steps, but should
enter the same password that was used for previous conferences. Verify that
your contact information is valid.

- For Latex :
- Build the Latex source file(s) to a PDF file and submit the PDF file to
IEEE PDF eXpress.
- PDF eXpress will compare your PDF to the latest IEEE Xplore
requirements (PDF Check function).
- For MS-Word :
- Submit your final paper source file in .doc or .docx format to PDF
eXpress.
- IEEE PDF eXpress will convert your final paper(s) into IEEE Xplorecompatible PDF files (Conversion function).

- You will receive an email when your final paper file has been checked or
converted.
The approved final paper file will be attached to the email, and will be labeled within
its document properties as being "Certified by IEEE PDF eXpress", with an exact
date and time stamp. The approved final paper file is the file that you should submit
to your conference's final paper upload page (EDAS : http://edas.info/N21928).

